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How our Gumby Gumby novel food, cool-powdered leaves capsules are prepared 

We go to a lot of time and loving care to make sure your fresh powdered dried leaves capsules are from 

Gumby Gumby (Pittosporum Angustifolium) leaves and thin twigs bark, that is lovingly horticulturally 

maintained, and gently sustainably harvested from mature wild trees in the Australian bush.   

These wonderfully created trees of ours, are greatly respected and cared for, by us, so that when we re-visit 

the mature trees, months later, we observe several new healthy long growths occurring, from where we had 

carefully, previously pruned the tree.   

We also horticulturally cut out dead wood so as to prevent borers and rot, as well as removing parasitic 

growths, such as from Mistletoe and noxious weeds such as Rubber Vine, Parthenium, etc,. 

How are your Gumby Gumby capsules Hygienically carefully processed, for YOU? 

From long return travel from our harvest, the selected leaves and very thin twigs bark, are hygienically cool-

dried, cool-cut, & cool-powdered, so as to maintain maximum quality of its novel food efficacy, with 

freshness you can scent. 

We do not use any heat in our timely stages of cool processing. 

For example, we do NOT use hot dehydrators, nor hot-motored cutters, nor hot grinding machines in our 

cool production of the very best Gumby Gumby Tree novel food capsules in the World. 

 

If heat is applied at any time after harvesting, there can be a radical loss of the 40 created natural elements 

drawn up from the depths of the richest soils, by the mature Gumby Gumby tree’s 18 metre (60ft) deep tap 

root and other spreading roots. 

These extensive roots are often entwined in symbiotic relationship with other amazingly created trees such 

as Brigalow, Wilga, Black Box Gum and Box Gum eucalypts …just as our Creator originally intended. 

 

Also, the main novel food “fighters” in Gumby Gumby, of Saponins, Tannins, Alkaloids, and Flavonoids, 

can be reduced greatly through thoughtless application of heat. 

 

So, we do it cool, all the way, for YOU. 

 

I trust you will enjoy in-taking these Gumby Gumby novel food capsules. 

Ken Murray, Director, Gumby Gumby Australia.   Please contact me if you need further information. 
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